
Week 3: Social Demography: Social Class activities

Activity objectives: These activities will help students understand the real-world impact that
quality-of-place has on health and, therefore, the impact of social class on individual, family, and
public health.

Welcome to Muncie! We can use Muncie as an example of a place where public health is a stark
reflection on the social class and quality-of-place of different neighborhoods.

(Map courtesy of Muncie Map Co. Feel free to color it when you’re done if you like!😊)

Individual or group activity: Learn about your neighborhood! Please observe the map above, and
pick a neighborhood at random to research. Note: you cannot pick Ball State University, and you
cannot pick the neighborhood you currently live in! (Hint: try picking a neighborhood you’ve
never been to!) Then, look up the neighborhood on Google Maps to make sure you can use
Google Maps to learn about the neighborhood; if your neighborhood is not recognized by Google
Maps, pick a different neighborhood. Google Maps recognizes most of the neighborhoods but
not all.



Your job will be to use the resources below and answer the following questions about your
neighborhood.

1. What is your neighborhood called?

2. Using Google Maps, search for your neighborhood, and observe the map. Get a feel for
what kinds of resources are available in this neighborhood.

3. Describe the opportunities for outdoor time and exercise in your neighborhood. Does
your neighborhood have parks, greenspace, and/or bike trails?

4. Describe the food and restaurant options in your neighborhood. Does your neighborhood
have grocery stores, restaurants, or other options for buying food (e.g. dollar stores or gas
stations)? What are the most accessible food options in your neighborhood?

5. Using Street View, briefly go on a “walk” around your neighborhood. What condition are
the buildings in? What condition are the roads and other public infrastructure in? Are
there sidewalks? Find an address in your neighborhood and write it down.

6. Next, search for that address on Beacon. When you type in the address and search for it,
you should see a page describing who owns this property, how much it’s worth, etc. Go
down to the “Valuation” section of this page and note the “Total” valuation of the 2021
tax assessment.

7. Finally, using this search, look up the life expectancy for the address in your
neighborhood. What is the life expectancy for your census tract, and how does it compare
to the county, state, and national life expectancy? (Note: this data is unavailable for some
tracts. It’s okay if yours does not have that data.)

8. Based on your observations, how do you think living in this neighborhood may impact a
resident’s or family’s overall health? How could the health of this neighborhood be
improved?

https://beacon.schneidercorp.com/Application.aspx?AppID=213&LayerID=2828&PageTypeID=2&PageID=1566
https://www.rwjf.org/en/library/interactives/whereyouliveaffectshowlongyoulive.html

